392/492 Final Exam one-hour Name_______________________
Of the following 8 questions, please cross two of them out, and answer the other 6.
1) We saw a video about my house, read the chapter I wrote about my house, and may have visited my house too. Describe what you see
as the most significant challenge that I face or faced in innovating our lifestyle.

2) Peter Keller (Aid Africa) and Robert Van Buskirk (Kuyere!) visited on the same day. They use similar methods to get
services/technologies to the rural poor. Please describe the way they accomplish economies of scale in order to reach the most people
for the lowest cost.

3) Roger Burton was a successful international corporate consultant guiding transformations in BP, BMW, and the IRS. When he
realized his position of privilege/power what changes did he make in his life? How do you interpret this action?

4) Jim Keese runs Peru Study Abroad, but also works with improved cookstoves. Make a rough drawing of the cooking technology he
introduces in Peru and describe how this technology is disseminated.

5) Peggy Papathakis works with pregnancy in Africa, giving dietary supplements to pregnant women. What was the surprising result
from providing these dietary supplements? What is their proposed next step?

6) Sara Della Ripa, and Nathan Bair came to talk about introducing technologies to stop postpartum hemorrhaging. Describe the exercise
that Nathan had us do and describe any benefit that this exercise had (or didn’t have) for you.

7) Amy Degenklob came a week after Sara and Nathan describing her engineering work with the device that Inpress Technologies is
developing to stop postpartum hemorrhaging. They make the device inexpensive and effective.
a) What would happen if the device wasn’t really really cheap?
b) What about the device’s appearance is important?
8) Dr. Ryan Alaniz wrote “The Conscientious Gringo”. He started talking and then realized he hadn’t yet addressed our class as a
community. He then greeted us, describing us in a very unique way. Please describe this greeting and its significance.

Essays: Answer each of the following 4 questions. Use another sheet of paper if you like
1) Projects. Please pick a class project other than your own (and solar electric groups can’t pick a different solar electric group) that you
think is likely to benefit many people. Describe why you think this project may be significant and describe a challenge that the group
addressed and what the outcome was.
2) We discussed the empathy intervention significantly:
a) Why did we repeat this intervention? What happened?
b) Describe the benefit (or lack thereof) of this intervention for you.
c) Which was your favorite empathy intervention of some other person in the class? –Describe it best you can. Don’t name them.
3) Briefly describe your most important take away from this class.
4) Briefly describe something that you’d change about this class.

